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Abstract. The paper examines ways that are obtained, in higher education, professional 
competences as they are set in the European Qualification Framework and described 
through "Dublin descriptors", which examines creating and introducing ways in Romania 
of a national qualifications framework of Higher Education of the National Qualifications 
Register for Higher Education. The paper can serve for elaboration of normative acts  
necessary to implement the National Qualifications Framework in Higher Education (CNCIS) 
and the National Qualifications Register for Higher Education (RNCIS). 

Rezumat. Lucrarea analizează căile prin care se obţin, în învăţământul superior, competenţele 
profesionale aşa cum sunt ele enunţate în Cadrul European al Calificărilor şi descrise prin 
„descriptorii Dublin”, se analizează modalităţile de creare şi introducere în România a 
unui cadru naţional al calificărilor din învăţământului superior şi a Registrului Naţional 
al Calificărilor din Învăţământul Superior. Lucrarea poate servi pentru elaborarea actelor 
normative necesare implementării Cadrului Naţional al Calificărilor din Învăţământul  
Superior (CNCSIS) şi Registrului Naţional al Calificărilor din Învăţământul Superior (RNCIS). 
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1. Introduction 

We remember, of course, the concept of "new man", which was operated during the 
communist regime. The concept was not a creation of that system, being much 
older. For example, Pythagoras wanted to create, in his era a "new man type". Later, 
during the crusades period, concepts like "new priest type", "new believer type" and 
others were used on a large scale. In the post-December period of Romania, the 
concept of "new man" is revalued. We can note, however, slightly ironically, that 
this revaluation maintains a Marxist thesis named "man - the most precious capital". 
Once again, Europe becomes clearly realize that the investment in human capital is 
the most opportune. What type of the "new man" is necessary in the knowledge of 
the society? We dare to give an answer: the new man is "responsible person". 

2. Competence vs. Crisis 

We cross, nearly two years, a new and profound financial and economic crisis. The 
world states, especially those held in "G-20" search intensively solutions for going 
out of crisis. European Commission, joined to this effort, accentuated that "to put 
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